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The absolute reference frame (Dennis et al. 2011) was designed to calibrate all 
laboratories to the theoretical predictions of the 47 values of CO2 gases at thermodynamic 
equilibrium determined by Wang et al. (2004). Researchers obtain reference frame CO2 gases at 
a range of bulk 47 compositions and select temperatures. The measured 47 values of these gases 
are used to standardize 47 values of samples. It seems that most labs obtain the range of bulk 47 
compositions needed to build this reference frame by varying the 18O of water that is then 
equilibrated with CO2 of a set 13C and 18O composition, such that the 13C value of the 
reference frame gases remains constant. We present two sets of data that together suggest a 
dependency of 47 on 13C. (1) We create two distinct reference frames using two types of CO2 
that differ by 25 ‰ in 13C space. If these two references frames are applied to associated 
carbonate standards, a 47 difference of 0.06 ‰ is observed between the calculated 47 values of 
the carbonates. (2) We show a linear correlation between 13C and 47 values of CO2 gases that 
are all equilibrated at 25°C. Even though these gases are all equilibrated at 25 °C, the measured 
47 values vary by 0.1 ‰ and correspond to estimated equilibration temperatures of 15 to 35 °C. 
Two immediate implications surface: (1) lack of agreement among labs measuring the same 
material using disparate 13C-CO2 reference frames, and (2) within-lab inflated temperature 
variation when a wide range in sample 13C exists. Furthermore, this phenomenon may explain 
some of the variation in 47-temperature calibrations: we show that when sample 47 values are 
corrected for their 13C composition, 47-temperature relationships collapse into better 
agreement. 
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